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Chapter 3 

SOFTWARE 

SOFTWARE:- Combination of more than one program is known as software which can be 

developed to accomplish specific task and set of instruction known as program. 

A computer programmer writes the software that gives a computer the ability to solve any 

business or scientific problem. 

Software is classified into three category discussed below:- 

1. Application software 

2. Utility software 

3. System software 

Application Software:- An application software is designed and developed to accomplish one or 

more specific task or solve a particular problem. These software written or developed by 

programmer to enable computer to perform specific task such as processing words, handling 

calculation etc. 

Application software divided into two parts:- 

• General purpose application software:- package provide specific capabilities but not in 

support of specific purpose. E.g spreadsheet package, word protessor, desktop publishing 

software etc. 

• Special purpose application software:- is a more limited in what it will do, but it 

actually does that one thing much better than a general purpose program. E.g accounting 

package, inventory control, payroll system etc. 

❖ Utility Software:- A utility programs help manage, maintain and control computer 

resources. It performs tasks related to the maintaining of your computer’s health 

hardware or data. They are the helpful program that ensure smooth ftinctioning of the 

computer. E.g Backup Utilities, disk defragmentation, antivirus program, file/folder 

management, compression etc. 

• Backup Utilities:- Backuprefers to making copied of data so that these additional copies 

maybe used to restore the original after a data loss event. All types of data could he 

backed up like pictures, word documents, file, executable, or an database. It is important 

to take backup of important data regularly and also verify that it can be restored 

successfully. 
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Here are some common software diagnostic tools:- 

• MEM.EXE:- This simple utility, built into windows operating system that provides you 

with details about your memory configuration, as well as what is currently using your 

memory. 

• Microsoft Diagnostics:- It is known as MSD.EXE and it is also known as DOS utility 

that takes a brief inventory of the contents of your PC and showsthem to you in a text-

based format. It will show you what type of BIOS you are using. 

• The Windows device Manager:- The is the most useful tool for identifying system 

configuration resource usage information. 

• Scandisk:- is a utility provided with windows computers. Scandisk scans your disk to see 

if there are any potential problems on the disk, such as bad disk area. 

❖ System Software:- System software helps run the computer hardware and system. It is 

designed to control the operations of a computer and co-ordinate all external devices like 

communication devices, printers, keyboards, display units etc. It manages all the 

computer resources like memory and processor time in optimal and stable manner. 

It onsists of variety of programs that supports the operation of the computer. Some 

common type of system software are:- Operating system, Linker, Loader, language processor, 

Device Driver, Server Programs etc. 

1.  Operating System:- An Operating System is the software that manages all the 

 computers resources to optimize its performance is a set of program that help in 

 controlling and managing the Hardware and the Software resources of a computer 

 system. It establish the relationship between hardware and software. It has three main 

 responsibilities: 

• Perform basic tasks, such as recognizing input from the keyboard, sending output to the 

display screen, keeping track of files and directories on the disk and controlling 

peripheral devices. 

• Ensure that different programs and users running at the same time do not interfere with 

each other. 

• Provide a software platform on top of which other program can run. 

Most Operating systems perform the functions given below:- 

• Process Management 

• Memory Management 

• File Management 

• Security 

• Command interpretations 
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❖ Type of Operating System:- Operating System help to load and saw data; to 

communicate; and to run other programs (applications software). Because there are 

different types of computer, and different uses for them, there are different types of 

operating system. These are:- 

• Batch Operating System:- In a batch processing operating system interaction between 

the user and processor is limited or there is no interaction at all during the execution of 

work Data and programs that need to be processed are bundled and collected as a ‘batch’ 

and executed together. 

• Multiprogramming Operating System:- Multi programming operating system which in 

addition to supporting multiple concurrent process allows the instruction and data from 

two or more separate process to reside in primary memory simultaneously. 

Multiprogramming System are multitasking, multiprocessing and multiuser operating 

System. 

▪ Multitasking operating System:- Multitasking is the ability of a computer to run 

more than one program, or task, at the same time. A multitasking operating 

system supports two or more active processes simultaneously. 

▪ Multiprocessors operating System:- A multiprocessing operating system is one 

that can run on computer systems that contain more than one processor. 

▪ Multiuser operating System:- This type of OS allows multiple users to 

simultaneously use the system, while here as well, the processor splits its 

resources and handles one user at a time, the speed and efficiency at which it does 

this makes it apparent that users are simultaneously using the system, some 

network systems utilize this kind of operating system. E.g Windows XP, Vista, 7 

etc. 

• Single user operating System:- A single user OS as the name suggests is designed for 

one user to effectively use a computer at a time. E.g DOS, Windows 95/98 etc. 

• Distributed operating System:- An operating system which manages a collection of 

independent computers and makes them appear to the users of the system as a single 

computer. In a distributed system, software and data may be distributed around the 

system, programs and files maybe stored on different-storage devices which are located 

in different geographical locations and may be accessed from different computer 

terminals. 

• Network Operating System:- A network operating system is a collection of software 

and associated protocols that allows a set of autonomous computers which are 

interconnected by a computer network to be used together. In Network operating system, 

the users are aware of existence of multiple computers can log in to remote machines and 

copy files from one machine to another machine. 

DOS:- (Disk Operating System):- Microsoft Disk operating system, Ms-DOS is a character 

user interface (CUI) or non-graphical command line operating system. 
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NOTE:- DOS was created for IBM compatible computers that was first introduced by Microsoft 

in August 1981 and was last updated in 1994 when MS-DOS 6.22 was released. MS-DOS 

operating system is not commonly used today, the command shell more commonly known as the 

Windows command line is still used 

2.  Server Programs:- Server programs are dedicated computer programs that run as 

 services and serve the needs or request of other programs. These services may run on a 

 dedicated hardware or on the same computer as the requesting programs. Some common 

 example of serverprograms are:- 

a.  Web Server:- For hosting websites. 

b. Print Server:- manage multiple print requests for multiple printers. 

c.  File server:- manages the storage and retrieval of shared computer files. 

d.  Database Server:- provide database services to other computer programs. 

e.  Mail server:- managed and transfers electronic mail messages. 

3.  Device Drivers:- Device Drivers are shared computer programs that provide an interface 

 between the hardware and operating system or other higher level programs. Device 

 drivers are hardware dependent and operating system specific. They allow you to add and 

 remove devices from your computer system without changing any of the applications 

 using that device. 

Common Hardware components that require drivers are:- 

Keyboards 

• Mouse 

• Printers 

• Graphics cards 

• Sound Cards 

• Card Readers 

• CD/DVD drives 

• Network cards 

4. Loader:- Loader is a set of program that loads the machine language translated by the 

 translator into the main memory and makes it ready for execution. 

5.  Linkers:- A Linker or link editor is a progam that takes one or more objects file code 

 generated by a compiler and combine them into a single executable program: Linker is 

 used to combine all the objects files and converts them into a final executable program. 
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6.  Language Processor:- (Translator) Programmers write their program in one of the high 

 level language and assembly language because it is much easier to code in such language 

 but computer does not understand any language other than its own machine language. It 

 is necessary to convert program into a machine language. To convert this program we use 

 language processor. 

Language processor are of the following type:- 

• Assembler:- An Assembler is a program that convert assembly language program into 

machine language. 

• Interpreter:- Interpreter is a set of program which converts high level language program 

into machine language. It is a very slow because it convert program line by line. 

• Compiler:- Compiler is a program that translates the code wriften in high level language 

program into machine language. It is very fast because it scan whole program and then 

convert intomachine language. 

Note:- Code written into high level language or Assembly Language know as Source Code and 

the converted code into machine language know as Object code. 

Difference between Compiler and Interpreter:- 

• Compiler scans the entire program and convert it into machine code. Slow for debugging. 

Executiontime is less. 

• Interpreter translates the program line by line. Good for fast debugging and execution 

time is more. 

• Computer Language:- A computer language is the means by which instructions and data are 

transmitted to 

• computers. Languages are divided into two categories: 

❖ LOW LEVEL LANGUAGE 

• Machine language:- In machine language programs can be develop in binary language (0 or 1). 

It is alsO known as 

binary language. 

• Assembly language:- It is known as symbolic language. It is a low level language programming 

language using the 

human readable instruction of th CPU. It is written as:- 

move ab,cd 
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move ax, 50 . - 

❖ + HIGH LEVEL LANGUAGE:- Programmer can write code in simple English language. 

It is very user friendly as 

compare to low level language. E.g:- c, c++, pascal, fortran, cobol, basic, prolog, java etc. 

Elements of a programming Language:- To learn programming language requires understanding 

of concepts such as representations of different types of data In computer. There are various 

methods of expressiiig mathematical and logical relationship for inputting processing and 

outputting of data. 

• Variables, Constants, Data Type, Array and Expressions:- These are the smallest component of 

programming language. 

• -Data Type:- In compute? programming language, the term data refers to anything and 

everything processed by the computer. Data type defines a set of related values/integers, number 

with fraction, characters and a set of specific operations that can be performed on those values. 

e.gint for integer value, char for character value. 

• Variable:- Variable is a character or group of characters assign by the programmer to a single 

memory location and used in the program as the name of that memory location iii order to access 

the value stored in it. e.gint a, char a; 

• Constant:- It has fixed value. String constant is simply a sequence of character. The numeric 

constant can be integer representing whole quantities or a number. e:gint A=10; char A= ‘hello’; 

• Array:- An array is a collection of same type of data (either string or numeric), all of which are 

referenced bythe same name. Normally two types of array are used.  

• Expressions:- Every computer language specie as in which various arithmetic operators are 

evaluated in a given expressions. An expression may contain operators such as *,+,-,/,(),^,E.g 

2+4*8(4-6/3) 

Software Package:- Software package refers to an application program developed for sale to the 

general public. It is a bundle of programs that can suit general requirements of user. E.g Talley, 

payroll system, notepad etc. 

Suite:- Group of packages known as suite. E.g MS-Office, Multimedia Suite. 

 GUI CUI 

Word-Processor Ms-Word,NotePad, Word-pad 

etc. 

Word Star IV, V 

Spreadsheet MS-Excel LOTUS 123 

Presentation Package MS-Power Point Harverd’s Graphics 
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Introduction to open source:- Open source technology has existed almost as long as computers. 

Technology is considered to be “open source” when the software code, that is used to make it, is 

provided to the user along with the software. E.g Open Office, Firefox, My SQL, VLC etc. 

INTRODUCTION OF DATABASE 

• Database:- A Database is a organized or structured collection of data that is managed to meet 

the needs of a community of users. Or in other word. Database is a collection of information and 

programs to access that information. 

Foundations of Database Terms:- 

• File:- A file is an ordered arrangement of records in which each record is stored in a unique 

identifiable location. In most computer systems, the sequence of records is either alphabetic or 

numeric based on field common to all records such as name or number. 

• Records:- A record or tuple is a complete set of related fields. (Tuple is also called raw) For 

example, the Table 1 below shows a set of related fields, which is a record. In other words, if this 

were to be a part of a table then we would call it a row of data. Therefore, a row of data is also a 

record. 

 

Fields:- A field is a property or a characteristic that holds some piece of information about an 

entity. Also, it is a category of information within a set of records. For example, the first names, 

or address or phone numbers of people listed in address book. 

• Relations:- In the relational data model, the data in a database is organized in relations. A 

relation is synonymous with a ‘table’. A table consists of columns and rows, which are referred 

as field and records in DBMS terms, and attributes and tuples in Relational DBMS terms. 

• Attributes:-An attribute is a property or characteristics that hold some information ahout an 

entity. A ‘Customer’ for example, has attributes such as a name, and an address 

File Organization:- File organization is the methodology which is applied to strdctured 

computer files. Files contain computer records which can be documents or information which is 

stored in a certain way? for later retrieval. File organization refers primarily to the logical 

arrangement of data in a file system. 

Types of Files:- A file has been defined as a collection of records. In this context there are three 

main types of files: 
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(i) Master files:- Master files contain the permanent data of a data-processing system and are 

kept up to date by pplying new data from the transaction files. They represent the most up t&date 

situation of the system. Master files :ontain two basic types of data 

1) data of a more or less permanent nature which only requires updating occasionally; 

2) data which will change every time transactions are applied to file. 

(ii) Transaction files :- These files contain only that data necessary to keep the master files up to 

date. Data is collected on a daily, weekly or monthly basis into a transaction file which is then 

used to update the master file 

(iii) Reference or Lookup files:- These are files that contain data which may need to be looked 

up during the processing of the master file. 

Types of File Organization:-The main ways of organizing data in files include: 

(i) Serial Organization:- In serial organization, records are held and accessed ma predetermined 

sequence of keys. Records are held and accesses in numerical, alphabetical or chronological 

order. 

(ii) Sequential Organization:-A sequential file contains records organized in the order they 

were entered. The order of the records is fixed. The records are stored and sorted in physical, 

contiguous blocks within each block the records are in 

sequence. Records in these files can only be read or written sequentially. - - 

(iii) Indexed Sequential Organization:- In index sequential, records are physically ordered by 

primary key. And the index gives the physical location of each record. Records can be accessed 

sequentially or directly, via the index. The index is stored in a file and read into memory at the 

point when the file is opened 

(iv) Direct or Random Organization:- Direct access files are stored on magnetic disks or other 

devices where each record is assigned a physical address. Records in these files or stored on the 

medium (disk) according to their disk address or their relative position within the file. 

Database Management System:- A Database Management System (DBMS) is computer 

software designed for the purpose of managing databases based on a variety of data models. A 

DBMS is a complex set of software programs that controls the organization, storage, 

management, and retrieval of data in a database. 

Database Model:- Data model is defined as the coliection of conceptual tools for describing 

data, data relationships, data semantics and consistency constraints. There are following four 

Data Model:- 
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• The Hierarchical Data Model:- The hierarchical data model organizes data in a tree structure. 

There is a hierarchy of parent and child data segments. This structure implies that a record can 

have repeating information, generally in the child data segments. Data in a series of records, 

which have a set of field values attached to it. It collects all the instances of a specific record 

together as a record type. These record types are the equivalent of tables in the relational model, 

and with the individual records being the equivalent of rows. To create links between these 

record types, the hierarchical model uses Parent Child Relationships. 

• The Network Model:- The popularity of the network data model coincided with the popularity 

of the hierarchical data model. Some data were more naturally modeled with more than one 

parent per child. ‘So, the network model permitted the modeling of many-to-many relationships 

in data. The basic data modeling construct in the network model is the set construct. A set 

consists of an owner record type, a set name, and a member record type. A member record type 

can have that role in more than one set, hence the multi-parent concept is supported. 

• The Relational Model (RDBMS-Relational Database Management System):- A Relational 

database management system (RDBMS) is a database management system (DBMS) that is based 

on the relational model as introduced byE. F. Codd. Most popular commercial and open source 

databases currently in use are based on the relational model. A short definition of an RDBMS 

may be a DBMS in which data is stored in the form of tables and the relationship among the data 

is also stored in the form of tables. A table is a collection of records and each record in a table 

contains the same fields. 

Properties of Relational Tables: 

• Values Are Atomic 

• Each Row is Unique 

• Column Values Are of the Same Kind 

• The Sequence of Columns is Insignificant - 

• The Sequence of Rows is Insignificant 

• Each Column Has a Unique Name 

Some of the more popular relational database management systems include: 

• Sybase - 

• Filemaker 

• Microsoft SQL Server 
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• MySQL 

• Oracle 

. Features and Responsibilities of an RDBMS:- An RDBMS is software that is used for creating 

and maintaining a database. Maintaining involves several tasks that an RDBMS takes care of. 

These tasks are as follow: 

• Control Data Redundancy:- Since data in an RDBMS is spread across several tables, repetition 

or redundancy is reduced. Redundant data can be extracted and stored in another table, along 

with a field that is common to both the, tables. Data can then be extracted from the two tables by 

using the common field. 

• Data Abstraction:- This would imply that the RDBMS hides the actual way, in which data is 

stored, while provWing the user with a conceptual representation of the data. - 

• Support for Multiple Users:- A true RDBMS allows effective sharing of data. That is, it ensures 

that several users can concurrently access the data in the database without affecting the speed of 

the data access. 

In RDIIMS different keys are used to access records from the table. Following are the different 

keys:Unique key:- It is a field of a table which can not be repeated. 

• Primary Key:- It is a attribute of a table which can be used to access the record. Primary key 

should be unique and it should not be null. 

• Foreign key:- If a relation has no primary key then it use primary key of another Lelated table 

khown as foreign key. 

• Candidate key:- Attribute of a given table which has property to become a primary key is 

called candidate key. The Object Oriented Model:- In object oriented model information is 

represented in the form of objects as used in object oriented programming. Object Oriented 

Database Management Systems is a combination of object oriented programming language 

capabilities and database capabilities. It contains some properties like transparently persisted 

data, concurrency control, data recovery, associative queries, and other capabilities. Some object 

oriented programming languages are Java, C++, NET, Visual Basic, Python etc. 

Types of database Architectures:- Following are the three types of database architectures: 

• Client-Server Database Systems:- A client is defined a a requester of services and a server is 

defined as the pro ider of services. Today centralized systems act as server systems that satisr 

requests generated by client systems. Functionally database systems can be broadly divided into 

two parts: - 
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• Front end: front end of a database system consists of tools such as SQL user interface, forms 

interfaces, reports generation tools, and analysis tools. 

• Back end: The back end of a database system manages query evaluation and optimization, 

access structures, concurrency control and recovery management 

• Distributed Systems:- Distributed database is a collection of multiple logically interrelated 

databases distributed over a computer network and a distributaj database management system is 

a software system that manages a distributed database while making the distribution transparent 

to the user. Transparency means hiding the details of where the data is physicallystored within 

the system. 

Reasons for building a distributed database are sharing of data, autonomy, and availability. 

Functions of distributed databases: - 

a Keeping track of data. 

b. Query Processing by a communication network. 

c. Security Management 

d. Distributed Transaction Management  

e. Database Recovery. 

DATA WAREHOUSE:- A data warehouse is a repository of an organization’s electrpnically 

stored data. Data warehouses are designed to facilitate reporting and analysis. A data warehouses 

are operational systems which perform day-to-day transaction processing. 

Benefits of Data Warehousing:- Some of the benefits that a data warehouse provides are as 

follows: 

• A data warehouse provides a common data model for all data of interest regardless of the data’s 

source. This makes it easier to report and analyze information than it would be if multiple data 

models were used to retrieve information such as sales invoices, order receipts, general ledger 

charges, etc. 

• Prior to loading data into the data warehouse, inconsistencies are identified and resolved. This 

greatly simplifies reporting and analysis. 

• Information in the data warehouse is under the control of data warehouse users so that even if 

the source system data is purged over time, the information in the warehouse can be stored safely 

for extended periods of time. 
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• Because they are separate from operational systems, data warehouses provide retrieval of data 

without slowing down operational systems. 

• Data warehouses facilitate decision support system applications such as trend reports (e.g., the 

items with the most sales in a particular area within the last two years), exception reports, and 

reports that show actual performance versus goals. 

• Data warehouses can work in conjunction with and, hence, enhance the value of operational 

business applications, notably customer relationship management (CRM) systems. 

Function and Subroutine; 

• Function: A function is a self contained block of code that perform a particular task. Every 

function has a unique name In “C” function is classified into two categories. 1. Library function 

or inbuilt function and 2. User define function. Main() is example of user define function and 

printf(), scanf() are the example of library function. 

• Subroutine:- A subroutine is a group of statements that can be executed from different points in 

a program. Syntax for defining subroutine varies from one language to another language. 

Generation of computer:- (Software) 

 

Note:- 

a. C is known as middle level programming language. It is also known as procedural language. It 

isa combination of high level and low level 

b. C++:- C++ is a high level language (OOPS) and also it is a object oriented programming 

language. Java is another Object oriented programming language. 

c. Fortran:- It is known as Formula translation. It is usedforscientjflc application. 

d. COBOL:- stands for common business oriented language. Used for record keeping and data 

management in business organ izations. 

e. BASIC:-stands for beginner’s all purpose symbolic instruction code. First language designed 

for non-professional programmers. 

f. PASCAL:- Named after French inventor —Blaise Pascal First developed as teaching tools. 
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